
Interactive Fiction
DANM 132 - Week 2
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1972
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Apollo 16 (april) and 17 (December)



1972
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New terrain being explored in the sky and under the ground. Cavers trying to connect the 
Mammoth and Flint Ridge cave systems in Kentucky, at the time the 2nd and 3rd longest 
caves in the world.
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September 9th 1972, after a grueling 14 hour expedition, caver Patricia Crowther squeezed 
through a tiny crack and made the connection between the two cave systems. Mammoth 
became longest cave in the world.
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This was adventure.
Hold that thought-- catch up with some advances in computer science made since the 
hypertext story from last week.



ELIZA

1966
Joseph Weizenbaum, MIT 
Computer Science professor
Relatively simple program 
simulating a conversation with a 
psychiatrist
One of the first computer 
programs to accept natural 
language as input
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ELIZA Transcript

How do you do. Please state your problem.

>> I spend too much time with computers.

Why do you mention computers ?

>> You are one.

Does it please you to believe I am one ?

>> Yes.

You seem to be quite positive.

>> I suppose I am.

How long have you been ?

>> 31 years.

I'm not sure I understand you fully.

>> Join the club.

Please go on.

>> You don't make too much sense yourself.

We were discussing you -- not me.
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Weisenbaum later renounced the program and regretted creating it, saying it was harmful to 
trick people into thinking computers had sentience when they did not. “The Eliza effect.”



Hunt the Wumpus

Gregory Yob, 1972
Realized that 
computers could 
simulate arbitrarily 
complex spaces
One of the first 
popular simulations 
of space
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SHRDLU

1968, Terry Winograd
Could understand 
complex natural 
language related to a 
simulated world of 
blocks on a table.
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Adventure

1975
Will Crowther, caver & BBN programmer

developed some of the initial code for 
ARPANet
wanted to show his daughters what 
caving was like.

detailed simulation of part of cave system
accepted English-like commands
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SOMEWHERE NEARBY IS COLOSSAL CAVE, 
WHERE OTHERS HAVE FOUND FORTUNES IN
TREASURE AND GOLD, THOUGH IT IS
RUMORED THAT SOME WHO ENTER ARE
NEVER SEEN AGAIN.  MAGIC IS SAID TO
WORK IN THE CAVE.  I WILL BE YOUR
EYES AND HANDS.  DIRECT ME WITH
COMMANDS OF 1 OR 2 WORDS.  
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Don Woods

In 1977, Stanford grad 
student Don Woods 
found the program and 
expanded it, making it 
freely available on the 
ArpaNET.Woods in 2010
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crowther@sitename



Adventure Demo
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Excerpt from gameplay w/key elements:
Rooms and movement
Objects
Other characters



Adventure Goes Viral
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Show get lamp ch 3. (8:39 to 12:12 (“...to a mass market”) 



The Rise of Commercial IF

From 1979 to the late ‘80s, “text 
adventures” were the dominant form of 
computer game.
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Riffing on the style of this Infocom ad from almost 30 years ago. Infocom = Zork.
Coined the term “interactive fiction.”
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Graphics in early days sucked. Infocom bet that people would prefer stories over graphics.
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A Mind Forever Voyaging
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Get a sense of what some of the innovating Infocom titles were like.



1980
Bestselling Game
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Of course most Infocom titles were pure entertainment.
Worked for a while. The Zork series sold over a million copies, in the days when that was about how many home computers there were. 
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22
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1990
Bestselling Game

Clip
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But by around 1990, graphics had totally taken off and Infocom went out of business. Text games were declared dead.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4yJP4CYF-VE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4yJP4CYF-VE


The Fall of Commercial IF

“Interactive films” == the future of 
computer gaming.
Infocom, most other IF companies close 
their doors by 1990.
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In the clip, “interactive films.” Important shift. Computers can replicate many preexisting 
media. But more important distinction than that.



Aristotle

Poetics
c. 335 BCE
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Among the earliest surviving works of dramatic theory.
Tries to break down what the dominant storytelling form of his day was, the theater, specifically tragedy. 



plot

characters

theme

dialogue

music

spectacle
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Came up with six components and ranked them. Last is spectacle. “Spectacle includes all aspects of the tragedy that contribute to its sensory effects: costumes, 
scenery, the gestures of the actors, the resonance of the actors' voices.”



“The Spectacle has, indeed, an
emotional attraction of its
own, but, of all the parts, it is
the least artistic, and connect-
ed least with the art of poetry.
For the power of Tragedy, we
may be sure, is felt even apart
from representation and actors.
Besides, the production of
spectacular effects depends
more on the art of the stage
machinist than on that of the
poet.”
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Graphical arms race overshadowed more important stuff for years.



plot

characters

theme

dialogue

music

spectacle
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IF had to focus on these things by necessity.



The Rebirth of IF

(Partial Google archive of posts on rec.arts.int-fiction)
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But something happened. Fans found each other online, figured out how to write games that 
compiled to Infocom’s virtual machine.



IF  Interactive Books

Graphical Games  Interactive Movies
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IF continued developing in a much smaller but parallel track to the mainstream game industry. Totally noncommercial, hobbyist writers.
Why did this happen?
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Scale... what it takes to make something like a movie vs something like a book. Rather than a team of 100 people working on a game...
2) These people all have families, shareholders, salaries.
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Just one author. diffs are profound.
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To support all these people, you need a profitable business.
That means you need to be making a product with guaranteed widespread appeal.
Experimentation is discouraged-- all these people could be put out of a job.
Also, a creative vision is inevitably diluted when all these people are working on the same thing.
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Single voice.
So IF community attracted writers, produced highly experimental work.



Everybody Dies, 2008
Genre: Slacker Tragedy

“Shopping cart duty gets me 
outta the store for a while, 
which is cool even on a shit 
day like today.”
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Here are a couple IF games from the past few years and my best attempt to place them in a genre.



To Hell in a Hamper, 
2003
Genre: Victorian Comedy of 
Manners

“I began to have my doubts 
about Mr. Booby almost as 
soon as the balloon had made 
its ascent from Berkeley 
Square.”
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Violet, 2008
Genre: Schizophrenic Romantic 
Comedy

“Calm down. All you have to 
do is write a thousand words 
and everything will be fine. 
And you have all day, except 
it's already noon.”
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Slouching Towards 
Bedlam, 2003
Genre: Philosophical Steampunk 
Horror

“In the beginning was the Word, 
and it was hungry.”
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IF, 1975 - 2012

Among the few relatively stable 
platforms in computer art
Most stories still have rooms, objects, 
parser, second person voice
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Into its fourth decade



What’s changed in 35 years?

Trend away from puzzles/game towards 
character/stories
Shorter but more richly implemented 
works
More fair; less death
More literary/auteur
More complex characters
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IF Now

Strongly active 
community
Increasingly noticed by 
gaming, literature, and 
academic communities
Several amateur authors 
now making their full 
time living as IF auteurs
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Some terms

Model world
Hypertext doesn’t have a logical structure of the 
world, just strings of text.

IF understands spaces, containment, movement
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Object Tree
The internal, 
hierarchical 
representation of the 
structure of the 
model world.

Not all objects 
described in text 
may be implemented 
in the object tree.

Some terms
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Some terms

Command prompt
Indicates to the player that input is expected

>_
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Some terms

Parser
Language processing algorithm that converts 
player commands into instructions to change or 
report the state of the model world

Deals with synonyms, alternate forms of grammar, 
disambiguation, etc.

Implementation varies from system to system but 
many conventions/expectations have emerged
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Some terms

Player character (PCs)
The character in the story controlled by the player

Non-player characters (NPCs)
Everyone else who the PC interacts with

Parser Voice
The (usually non-characterized) entity interpreting 
the player’s commands and describing the player 
character’s actions
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Some terms

Diegetic
On the level of the 
fictional reality simulated 
in the model world and 
the player character 

Non-diegetic
Outside that world; 
related to the system 
doing the simulation and 
the player

>LOOK
You are standing outside a 
building.

>DEMOLISH BUILDING
I’m sorry, I don’t understand 
that word.

>SAVE
Game saved.

>GO SOUTH
You follow the river down the 
valley...
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Some terms

Second Person Present Tense
You are standing outside a building.

Second Person Past Tense
You were standing outside a building.

First Person Present Tense
I am standing outside a building.

Third Person Past Tense
Emily was standing outside a building.
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Some terms

Objective Mode
You stand outside the building, a frown set upon 
your face.

Subjective/Omniscient Mode
You stand outside the building, frowning as you 
wonder how to get inside. Surely there must be a 
key?

Stream of consciousness
You’re outside this building and wow, it sure 
looks intimidating. No way you’re ever getting 
in there.
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Useful IF commands

>LOOK
>EXAMINE something
>WAIT
>LISTEN
>INVENTORY

>GO NORTH (or just N)
>OPEN something
>CLOSE something
>ENTER
>EXIT
>TAKE

>SAVE
>RESTORE
>RESTART
>UNDO
>AGAIN (or G)

Most stories also have 
their own custom 
commands. In a story with 
a shovel, you can 
probably >DIG. 
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In-class demo

2010, Jason McIntosh
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